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apostrophe | autism | blurred | business | capsule | carnage | choreograph  
contingent | custodian | defl ation | hamstring | hooligan | inept | inequality 

investigate | mourn | optimise | paddock | pursuit | rumpus

Across
2. Subject to chance
4.   A punctuation mark used to indicate either 

possession or the omission of letters in a word
5. Lack of equality
7.   A person who has responsibility for protecting 

something
8.  Compose the sequence of steps and moves for (a 

ballet or other performance of dance)
11.  A small fi eld in which horses are kept
12.  A mental condition in which a person fi nds 

it very diffi cult to communicate or form 
relationships with others

15.  Without skill or aptitude for a particular task or 
assignment

16.  A violent young trouble maker, typically one of a 
gang

17. A noisy disturbance; a row
18.  Feel or show sorrow for the death of (someone), 

typically by wearing black clothes
19.  A trading operation or a person’s profession

Down
1.  Carry out a systematic or formal inquiry to 

discover and examine the facts of (an incident, 
allegation, etc.) so as to establish the truth

3. An oblong container
6.  The act of letting the air out of something; a 

decrease in the level of consumer prices or a 
persistent increase in the purchasing power of 
money

7.  The killing of a large number of people
9.  Any of fi ve tendons at the back of a person’s 

knee
10.  Make the best or most effective use of

(a situation or resource)
13.  The act or an instance of chasing or pursuing 
14. Lack of clarity in meaning or vision

Complete the crossword below:
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